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ISH-DC Residents Manuela Hernandez, USA and Battulga Odgerel, Mongolia

Students participating in resident organized Africa Night.

48 Countries

194 Residents

40 Programs

16 Scholarships

ISH-DC resident Maria Tilander, Sweden, introducing Ambassador Stoytchev and Ambassador Waldner for special event with EU Ambassadors.

2018 Global Leadership Award Honorees: Senator Patrick Leahy and Senator Susan Collins with ISH-DC Resident Varsha Thebo, Pakistan; Board President Cynthia Bunton; and ISH-DC Resident Jan Langle,
Graduation Day

Meet your legacy and the home you provided for 194 students

See the diversity of ISH-DC residents.

Dorothee Stieber, Germany and Pakawat Maneecaemsai, Thailand

Atem Malak, South Sudan and Yusuke Saito, Japan

Thank you for giving your time to educate and broaden the minds of young scholars, our future leaders.

Former Presidential Debate Moderator and journalist Jim Lehrer in special discussion with and ISH-DC Board member, Didi Cutler.

Ambassador Emily Haber of Germany and ISH-DC President Cynthia Bunton at Awards Dinner.

Philanthropist and businessman Frank Islam speaking to residents about entrepreneurship.

Thank you to our 15,000 alumni who called ISH-DC home and continue to give back

ISH-DC Distinguished Alumnus, Deputy Prime Minister of Belgium, Alexander De Croo with ISH-DC resident Ali Can Uzun, Turkey in a special discussion on technology.

2018 Alumni "Around the World Cookout." ISH-DC Alumna Yemisi Ajumobi, Nigeria, challenging residents to place all African countries on the map. Winning time: 2:54

"So, while voices get louder that ask: why care about the rest of the world? Each ISH resident becomes a peacemaker, a bridge builder. " Dorothee Stieber, Germany

Thank you for supporting the next generation of bridge builders.